
SUBSAMPLING: A STRUCTURAL APPROACH TOTECHNICAL DOCUMENT VECTORIZATIONPASCAL VAXIVIÈRE and KARL TOMBRECRIN/CNRS & INRIA Lorraine, Bâtiment LORIAB.P. 239, 54506 Vand÷uvre CEDEX, FranceKarl.Tombre@loria.frABSTRACTVectorization, i.e. raster-to-vector conversion, is a fundamental step in technical document im-age analysis. Many methods have been proposed for performing this task. In this paper, we presenta method which extends and improves a subsampling approach �rst proposed by Lin, Shimotsuji,Minoh and Sakai, which is based on the decomposition of the image into meshes, the lines being rec-ognized by analyzing their intersection with these meshes. Our improvements to the original methodinclude overlay meshes, mesh simpli�cation, line following, localization and thickness computation,and a set of corrections to improve the �nal result.1. IntroductionA fundamental step in technical document image analysis is that of vectoriza-tion, i.e. the conversion of the graphics parts into vectors. This is also often calledthe raster-to-vector conversion. Many methods have been proposed for performingthis, most of them being based on some kind of skeletonizing by thinning or distancetransform, followed by polygonal approximation11;10;16. Commercial systems usuallyintegrate this kind of approach22. It is also usual to include speci�c methods for recog-nition of circular arcs9, dashed, dotted or dot-dashed lines12, or even more complexgraphic features such as hatched areas.But whereas skeletonizing is a typical digital image processing approach to vector-ization, based on topological or metric methods, numerous other techniques have beenproposed, taking a more structural approach. These include, among other methods:� the line sensor method which follows directly a line by keeping a tracking win-dow perpendicular to the line direction7;� the methods based on the analysis of the line adjacency graph3;15;17;� Dov Dori's Orthogonal Zig-Zag method (Ozz), which intercepts a line and thenzigzags inside this line in order to �nd its main direction4;6;



� the maximum squares method, which is a kind of subsampling of the image interms of maximumblack squares, the line being extracted by joining the centersof aligned maximum squares18;� various methods based on the parallel following of the opposite contours oflines1, the matching of opposite segments resulting from the polygonal approx-imation of these contours5;14;2;19, or the combination of this kind of contourmatching with a skeleton computed on the image8;� a typical subsampling approach proposed by Lin, Shimotsuji, Minoh and Sakaiand based on the decomposition of the image into meshes, the lines being rec-ognized by analyzing their intersection with these meshes13. This approach isthe starting point of the method we propose in this paper.

Figure 1: The original mesh con�gurations, as proposed by Lin et al.In the next section, we will summarize Lin et al.'s method; then, we will describehow we improved the method in various ways, �rst in the Celesstin system21, butalso further on, as the method has continued to be improved this last year.



2. The mesh methodThe basic idea in the mesh method is to split up the image into meshes of size n�npixels, with a value n chosen so that any mesh should a priori only intersect withone line. This is the basic idea of subsampling applied to vectorization: by lookingonly at the intersection of the mesh sides with the binary image, we make hypothesesabout the local line con�gurations. 48 characteristic meshes can be determined, asillustrated by Fig. 1. A set of structural rules then lead to the extraction of the linevectors from the observed local context of each mesh.In our system, we represent each mesh by looking separately at each of its sides,as illustrated by Fig. 2. A special code is given to meshes which do not correspond to
Figure 2: Coding of the mesh.one of the characteristic meshes of Fig. 1. In the original article13, such unrecognizedmeshes were analyzed by some local symbol recognition method. We improved thisin Celesstin ii by decomposing recursively the unknown mesh20. But it was notsu�cient for all possible cases and made line following di�cult. Hence, we continuedto enhance the method, as we will explain in the next section.3. Our enhanced mesh method3.1. Overlay meshesThe two important pieces of information which must be extracted from this codingin terms of meshes are the main lines in the drawing and the junction and extremapoints. This requirement guides all the vectorization procedure.Instead of splitting up unrecognized meshes, we adapted a well-known notion fromCad, namely superimposed layers. Each mesh which is too complex to be codedaccording to the original scheme is decomposed into several superimposed mesheswith simpler codes, as illustrated by the four cases of Fig. 3. The decompositionmethod is based on the �rst requirement, that of �nding the main lines. Hence, anunrecognized mesh is �rst split up into a mesh keeping the sides which are completelyblack in the original mesh and an overlay mesh containing the complement. The latter



Figure 3: Four cases where a mesh is decomposed into overlay meshes.is further recursively split up into overlay meshes until each of them corresponds toa know con�guration. Fig. 4 illustrates this two-step splitting method.3.2. Mesh simpli�cationThis splitting procedure stills leaves us unsatis�ed in some cases: the mesh con�g-urations represented by Fig. 5 correspond to lines running along the border betweentwo adjacent meshes. In this case, it is desirable to merge these two meshes intoa single one, as illustrated by Fig. 6. The result is a structural description of theoriginal image as a set of meshes, some being single and others superimposed layers,with only a limited set of possible con�gurations (Fig. 7), all very simple to take intoaccount in the next step, line following.3.3. Line followingThe next step is to follow the lines from the �mesh maps� generated by theprevious phases. We now have a limited set of mesh con�gurations, so the complexityof the following procedure is reduced. As said previously, the two important elementsto extract are line vectors and junctions.3.3.1. Types of vectorsDi�erent kinds of speci�c vectors can be determined at this phase:� horizontal and vertical vectors: we assume that the horizontal and verticaldirections in the drawing are preponderant, so it is important to extract them.Following is easy in this case, as it just consists of chaining successive meshesvertically or horizontally, when their codes are homogeneous;� dashed and dot-dashed lines: chains of meshes with regular combinations of�13� and �15�, or �16� and �14� mesh codes, correspond to this kind of lines;� oblique lines: they are mainly the components of hatching. In some cases, their



Figure 4: Splitting up an unrecognized mesh into overlay meshes.Figure 5: Mesh con�gurations where two meshes can be merged.
Figure 6: Simpli�cation by mesh merging.



Figure 7: Remaining set of mesh con�gurations after split and merge.detection is easy, but in other cases, they will be detected as sets of isolateddashed segments, and a higher-level combination step must be introduced.3.3.2. Junctions and line extremaWhen we split up meshes, we build a table of the line intersections, as we must notlose this information by just following the evident lines. As illustrated by Fig. 8, thereare two cases: in the �rst case, a junction mesh has actually been detected by the

Figure 8: Line junction processing.subsampling method and this junction is marked as such and is superimposed with thecorresponding line extrema. In the second case, no speci�c junction has been detectedbut line following detects two line vectors with di�erent directions; depending on the



line which is followed �rst, the location of the superimposed extrema of these two linevectors may vary between two adjacent meshes. This con�guration corresponds moreto angular points than to actual junctions.3.4. Precise localization, thickness computation and correctionsUntil now, the level of granularity we have worked with is that of the chosensubsampling, i.e. the mesh size. But in order to locate the lines properly and withsu�cient precision, we must �nd the median axis of the extracted lines which havebeen followed. As the line direction has been found, it is su�cient, once again, to takesamples on the raster image, perpendicularly to the line direction, and at positionswhere we know from the previous steps that there is no junction which might disturbthe thickness computation (Fig. 9). We also know which meshes are completely black,
Figure 9: Line localization.i.e. cover black blobs on the raster image, and we follow the line without taking intoaccount these areas for the thickness and position computation. The result is apositioning and thickness value computed with a pixel precision. The sampling ratefor these calculations is to take two samples for each mesh.Finally, a number of automated corrections are made to the result, to take intoaccount the following cases:� black blobs: a completely black mesh has been split up into 4 overlay meshescoded 17, 18, 19 and 20, to ensure a correct line following process. But theseoriginal black meshes have been marked as such, so that they do not alterthe following method and are not taken into account when computing the linethickness, but they are still recognized as such in this last correction step, theyare grouped when several adjacent black meshes are present, and the contourof the resulting black blobs is coded in the representation;� small barbs: small� line segments which are not integrated into dashed lines andare not connected to other segments at their ends are removed;� merging of small segments: several aligned small segments (case of numerousintersections with hatching lines) are merged into a single line segment.�In this rule as in the next one, the length threshold for a segment to be considered as �small� is ofcourse scale-dependent and is currently input by the user.



Figure 10: Result of vectorization.3.5. ResultsFigure 10 gives the �brute� result of our vectorization on a drawing. Only theupper part of the vectorization is shown; in the bottom right part of the �gure,we show the extracted black blobs. It can be noticed that the contour lines of theseblobs are correctly followed on the vectorization without being disturbed by the blackmeshes, which are represented on the vectorization output as squares correspondingto the associated mesh sides. The junctions are not displayed here, which explainsapparent discontinuities in the lines, as each mesh generates an approximate directionfor the associated line; but these small segments are actually part of the same line inthe associated structure containing the junctions.4. References1. K. Abe, Y. Azumatani, M. Mukouda, and S. Suzuki. Discrimination of Sym-bols, Lines, and Characters in Flowchart Recognition. In Proceedings of 8thInternational Conference on Pattern Recognition, Paris (France), pages 1071�1074, 1986.2. D. Antoine, S. Collin, and K. Tombre. Analysis of Technical Documents:The REDRAW System. In H.S. Baird, H. Bunke, and K. Yamamoto, edi-tors, Structured Document Image Analysis, pages 385�402. Springer-Verlag,Berlin/Heidelberg, 1992.
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